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I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of estimating a random vector x E jRn from the vector y E jRm shown in Fig. 1 . As depicted in the figure, the input vector x is first passed through a linear transform,
where <I> E jRmxn is a known transform matrix, and then passed through an output channel or measurement channel described by a conditional distribution PYlz(ylz). Suppose that the distributions of both the input vector x and output channel are separable in that the probability distributions factor as Abstract-We apply Guo and Wang's relaxed belief propagation (BP) method to the estimation of a random vector from linear measurements followed by a componentwise probabilistic measurement channel. The relaxed BP method is a Gaussian approximation of standard BP that offers significant computational savings for dense measurement matrices. The main contribution of this paper is to extend Guo and Wang's relaxed BP method and analysis to general (non-AWGN) output channels. Specifically, we present detailed equations for implementing relaxed BP for general channels and show that the relaxed BP has an identical asymptotic large sparse limit behavior as standard BP as predicted by the Guo and Wang's state evolution (SE) equations. Applications are presented to compressed sensing and estimation with bounded noise.
Index Terms-Non-Gaussian estimation, belief propagation, density evolution, compressed sensing, sparsity, bounded noise.
where pX(Xj) and PYIZ(Yilzi) are scalar distribution functions, and x j, Yi and z, are the components of the vectors x, y and z, respectively.
If m = n and the mixing matrix <I> is the identity matrix, then the problem of estimating the input vector x from the output vector y reduces to n scalar estimation problems. However, for general <I>, optimal estimation of x is usually intractable as the transform matrix <I> "couples" or "mixes" the n components of x into the m components of the output vector y. We thus call the problem of estimating the vector x from the coupled output vector y the linear mixing estimation problem.
One natural approach to the linear mixing estimation problem is belief propagation (BP), which iteratively updates estimates of the variables based on message passing along a graph [1], [2] . In communications and signal processing, BP is best known for its connections to iterative decoding in turbo and LDPC codes [3] - [5] . However, while turbo and LDPC codes typically involve computations over finite fields, BP has also been successfully applied in a number of problems with linear real-valued mixing including CDMA multiuser detection [6] , [7] , lattice codes [8] and compressed sensing [9] - [11] .
A key theoretical justification for applying BP to the specific problem of linear mixing estimation came with the work of Montanari and Tse in [12] . That worked considered BP estimation of binary ±1 vectors with AWGN measurements and large sparse random mixing matrices. In this setting, the work derived state evolution (SE) equations for the meansquared error of BP as a function of the iteration number. The analysis revealed that BP is asymptotically mean-squared optimal when the SE equations have a unique fixed point. This large sparse limit analysis was extended by Guo and Wang first to general priors and power levels [13] , and then to arbitrary (non-AWGN) output channels [14] . These results provided the first rigorous conditions for the optimality of BP for estimation with linear mixing, and confirmed earlier predictions given by the replica method from statistical physics [15] , [16] .
Guo and Wang's work [13] also presented an important result that the mean-squared optimality of BP could be achieved by a significantly simpler algorithm that they called relaxed BP. One of the problems of applying standard BP to the linear mixing estimation problem is that the computations grow exponentially with the density of the transform matrix <I>. Relaxed BP overcomes this problem by using a Gaussian approximation of the messages to linearize the computations at the output nodes. Gaussian approximations had been used in earlier BP-based methods in CDMA multiuser detection [17] - [19] , and also occasionally appear in the analysis and design of LDPC codes [20] , [21] .
The main contribution of this paper is to extend the relaxed BP method and analysis:
• Extensions to non-AWGN output channels: The relaxed BP algorithm described in Guo and Wang's first paper [13] considers only AWGN output channels. The second paper [14] considers arbitrary output channels, but focusses on standard BP and only briefly mentions how to apply the relaxed BP approximations. In this paper, we work out the relaxed BP equations in full detail for general non-AWGN channels. Moreover, the full paper [22] offers some additional simplifications to reduce the computations of relaxed BP even further. This ability to incorporate non-AWGN channels extends the scope of the relaxed BP method significantly. For example, it enables where J-L >°is a noise-level and v is additive Gaussian noise independent of x . Let Fin (q, J-L) and [in (q, J-L) be the conditional mean and variance of the random variable x given the scalar observation q. Although, the functions Fin(q, J-L) and
II . SCALAR ESTIMATION FUNCTIONS
Before describing the relaxed BP algorithm, we need to define certain functions related to scalar estimation problems at the input and output nodes. At the input nodes, we consider the problem of estimating a scalar random variable x "'"Px (x) from some scalar observation of the form the study of non-Gaussian noise processes, as well as discrete output channels that arise, for example, in pattern classification problems [22] . • Improved convergence analysis : A key result of Guo and Wang's state evolution (SE) analysis in [13] and [14] is that, when the measurement ratio (3 = min is sufficiently small, relaxed BP asymptotically achieves the minimum mean-squared error (MSE) in the limit of large sparse random mixing matrices. Moreover, this minimum MSE is described by a unique fixed point to the SE equations.
In this work, we extend the analysis to general (3. Specifically, we show that for any (3, Hence, in the case that the fixed point solution is unique, relaxed BP is asymptotically optimal. • Applications to compressed sensing and bounded noise estimation: Although relaxed BP was originally developed for CDMA multiuser detection, the method can be applied to non-Gaussian estimation in a variety of applications. In this paper, we consider applications in compressed sensing and also to estimation with bounded noise. An algorithm closely related to relaxed BP is the recently developed approximate message passing (AMP) method proposed in [11] and analyzed further in [23] . The AMP algorithm generalizes the relaxed BP method and analysis in the special case of noise-free measurements (Le. y = z). Unlike relaxed BP, the AMP algorithm can be applied with an arbitrary scalar estimation function so that the prior on the components of x do not need to be known. Also, as we will discuss in Section IV, the analysis of relaxed BP is only valid under a certain large sparse limit model. This model is an approximation to the case where <I> is dense. The analysis of the AMP algorithm in [23] provides rigorous results for dense measurement matrices. An interesting open problem is whether the analysis of AMP can be extended to general output channels considered here.
A full version of this paper, which contains much more detailed analysis, proofs and further simulations, can be found online [22] .
where Xinit and J-Lfnit are the mean and variance of the prior px(x). (4) where ¢(z; Z, J-L) is the Gaussian p.d.f. with mean z and variance J-L. The relaxed BP algorithm is based on the derivatives of log likelihood or score function
for r > 0. Again, this function can in general be evaluated numerically. [in (q,J-L) may not have closed form expressions, they can be evaluated with one-dimensional integrals.
To analyze the output nodes, suppose that z is a scalar Gaussian random variable z "'" N (z, J-L) and y has the conditional distribution PYlz(ylz). Let 
The algorithm is similar to the standard BP as described, for example, in [1] and [2] . We associate with the transform matrix <I> a bipartite graph G = (V,E), called the factor graph or Tanner graph. The vertices V in this graph consists of n "input" or "variable" nodes associated with the variables Xj, j = 1, . . . , n, and m "output" or "measurements" nodes associated with the observations Yi, i = 1, ... , m. There is an
between the input node Xj and output node
Yi if and only if e., i-0.
Similar to BP, relaxed BP passes messages along the edges of the graph representing "beliefs" of the variables Xj' For the relaxed BP algorithm, each belief is described by a conditional mean and variance. The belief updates result in a sequence of estimates Xj (t ), t = 0,1, . . . for each variable Xj as well as estimates Zi (t ) for each transformed variable Zi . The steps are as follows. Following along the lines of [12] - [14] , we analyze the relaxed BP algorithm in a certain large sparse limit. In the large sparse limit model, the transform matrix <I> E JRmxn is randomly generated as The number of outputs m == m( n) is assumed to be a deterministic function of n that grows linearly in n in that . n lim --== (3 (12) n-+oo m(n) for some (3 2: 0, which we call the measurement ratio.
Under this model, define the random vectors
where the dependence on nand d on the right-hand side of the equations is implicit. Our goal is to describe the large sparse limit behavior of these random vectors.
A key result of the [14] is that the large sparse limit behavior of BP is described by a set of simple state evolution (SE) equations, which can be described as follows: Given E i n (q, JL) in Section II, define where the expectation is taken over the scalar random variables S rv ps(s) and q given by (3) with x rv px(x). We will call [in (JL) the input node MSE function. In addition to the works [13] , [14] , this function appeared in Guo and Verdu's replica analysis of MSE estimation [16] and related works [24] , [25] . Variants also appears in the analysis of the AMP algorithm [11], [23] .
At the output node, let
where JLinit is variance of Xj according to the prior PX (Xj), and the expectation is over S rv Ps (s). Then, for JL~JLinit' Guo and Wang [14] define the output node MSE function as -1
2Y,Z,JL
where Dr (Y, Z, JL) are the derivatives of the negative log likelihood function in (5).
4) Input node, linear step: For every
(i,j) E E compute q " " <I>£jUR-+j(t) fh+-j(t) Pi+-j(t) Z:: p U .(t) ,(9a)
R#-i R-+J
( 2:: 1<1>£jI2 )-1
R#-i JLR-+j (t)
Also, compute {iJ (t) and JL3 (t) similarly, but with the summation over all .e == 1, ... , m.
5) Input node, non-linear step: For every
Fin(ih~j(t),JLi~j(t)), (lOa)
Similarly, for every j == 1, ... , n, compute Xj(t +1) and JLj (t + 1) using qj(t) and JL3(t ). Set t == t +1 and return to step 2. The mathematics behind the updates in each of the steps is described in detail in the full paper [22] . The basic idea is as follows:
Step 1 initializes the beliefs to the mean and variance of the prior on x i-Step 2 produces an estimate Zi-+j (t) for the quantity Zi-+j == Lr#-j <I>irXj.
Step 3 combines this estimate with Yi to produce an estimate Ui-+j(t) of the product <I>ijXj.
These estimates are combined in step 4 to produce a maximum likelihood estimate {iJ (t) of of x j, which is combined with the prior pX(Xj) in Step 5.
The computations are identical to the standard BP, but with the additional approximation that the summations are over a sufficiently large number of variables that the Central Limit Theorem applies and the sums are thus Gaussian. Standard BP requires the evaluation of a marginal distribution of a random vector with a dimension d equal to the number of nonzero terms in the sum (7) . The complexity of this computation grows exponentially in d; thus one requires that the matrix <I> is sparse with only a small number of nonzero entries per row. In contrast, the Gaussian approximation in relaxed BP linearizes this computation and can be applied to arbitrary <I>.
where Xinit and JLinit are the mean and variance of the prior of Px (x). Also, for all t 2: 1, define the random vector and the conditional distribution of y given z is given by PYlz(ylz). The theorem is identical to the result in [14] except that it applies to relaxed BP instead of BP. This is our main result: in the large sparse limit model, relaxed BP and standard BP have the identical asymptotic behavior.
Part (a) of the theorem provides a simple scalar characterization for this asymptotic behavior. Specifically, using the definition of ()X (t) in (19) , Theorem 1 shows that the componentwise behavior of the relaxed BP follows a scalar equivalent model: The component x j is first corrupted by Gaussian noise yielding a noisy component qj. The relaxed BP estimate Xj(t) then behaves identically to the optimal scalar MMSE estimate of Xj from the AWGN measurement qj. From this scalar equivalent joint distribution of the components and their estimates, one can compute any componentwise separable performance metric such as mean-squared error or probability of detection.
The effective Gaussian noise levels in the scalar models are described by JLhi(t) and JL~i(t) from the state evolution equations (17) . Since the state evolution equations can be evaluated easily with numerical integration, Theorem 1 thus provides a simple, computationally-tractable method for exactly characterizing the performance of the relaxed BP algorithm.
Part (b) shows that the SE outputs JLhi (t, 8) and JLhi (t) respectively describe the asymptotic estimation error on the components xj and prediction error on the outputs z., Part (c) provides corresponding lower bounds on these error variances for any estimator. Theorem 1 describes the asymptotic behavior of the relaxed BP algorithm for afixed iteration number t. Our second result describes the behavior of the relaxed BP estimates as t -+ 00. Theorem 2: Consider the state evolution equations (17) . 
Eout (JLZ(t) ), E in (JLq (t) , 8) , (3E in (JL q (t ) ), where JLhi (t) is the output of the state evolution equations (17) and (z, z) rv N(O, Pz(JL)) with JL == JLhi(t).
Theorem 1: Consider the relaxed BP algorithm under the large sparse limit model above. Let i == i( n) E {I, ... , m( n)} and j == j (n) E {I, ... , n} be deterministic sequences of indices. Then, for any fixed iteration number t, we have the following:
(a) The random vectors in (13) converge in distribution as follows:
where D 2 (y, Z, JL) is the derivative (5) of the score function. The expectation in (16) is taken over (z, z) rv N(O, Pz(JL)) where P z (JL) is the covariance matrix r, (JL) == (:in~JL~nit =J L ) , JLinit JL JLinit JL defined for t 2: 1. We can also write (17) with the single equation
In [14] , the equations (17) (or the single equation version (18)) are called the state evolution equations for BP as they describe the evolution of the error variances. We consider two possible initial conditions for this recursion -one low and one high. The low sequence will be initialized with JLZ (1) == JLIo (1) == 0, and the high sequence will be initialized with JLz (1) == JLhi (1) == JLinit in (15) . We will use the subscripts as in JLIo (t) and JLhi (t) to differentiate between the two sequences.
Finally, we define the limits of the random vectors (13) . For t E IZ+, let ()X (t) be the random vector (17).
Proof" See [22] .
• The theorem is similar to the convergence result in [13] except that it applies to all fJ. The importance of the result is that it shows that the relaxed BP provably converges in the limit of large iterations, and the asymptotic error variance of the relaxed BP and the corresponding error lower bounds are both fixed points of the SE equations. A corollary of this result is that, when the fixed points of the SE equations (17) are unique, the error variance of relaxed BP and the corresponding lower bound agree. The result thus gives an easily verifiable condition under which relaxed BP is asymptotically meansquared optimal.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We numerically validate the large sparse limit analysis with the following two simple numerical experiments. Details can be found in [22] . Fig. 2 shows the performance of the relaxed BP algorithm in estimating a sparse vector, which is the central problem of compressed sensing [26] , [27] . The vector x has i.i.d. Gauss-Bernoulli components with a 10% probability of being nonzero. The output channel is AWGN with an SNR of 10 dB.
We fixed the dimension n = 100 and varied the measurement ratio fJ = min. For each value fJ , the curve labeled "relaxed BP" is the median squared error of the relaxed BP algorithm over 1000 Monte Carlo simulations. In this case, the state evolution equations have a unique fixed point. Hence, the value limH oo f.tla(t, s) is both the SE prediction of the error for relaxed BP and the minimum MSE. This asymptotic value is shown in the curve labeled "optimal MMSE" We see that the simulated and SE-predicted performance match well for fJ ::; 2. For fJ > 2, there is a small gap that grows to VI. CONCLUSIONS We have presented an extension to Guo and Wang's relaxed BP method in [13] to non-AWGN measurements. The algorithm applies to a large class of estimation problems involving linear mixing and arbitrary separable input and output distributions . Unlike standard BP, relaxed BP is computationally tractable even for dense measurement matrices. Our main result shows that, in the large sparse limit, relaxed BP achieves the same asymptotic behavior as standard BP as described in [14] . In particular, when certain state evolution equations have unique fixed points, relaxed BP is mean-squared optimal. Given the generality of the algorithm, its computational simplicity and provable performance guarantees, we believe that the relaxed BP can have wide ranging applications. We have demonstrated the algorithm in two well-known NP-hard problems: compressed sensing and estimation with bounded noise.
The main theoretical limitation of the work is that it applies to large sparse random matrices, where the density of the measurement matrix must grow at a much slower rate than the matrix dimension. An interesting avenue of future work would about 0.8 dB. However further simulations (not shown here) show that this gap closes at higher dimensions. Thus, the SE predictions appear to be asymptotically correct and relaxed BP is asymptotically mean-squared optimal in this particular setting .
The figure also compares the relaxed BP algorithm against two standard estimation methods : lasso [28] and optimal linear MMSE. The relaxed BP algorithm shows improvements over both of these methods.
To consider a non-AWGN channel , Fig. 3 considers the estimation of a Gaussian vector x of dimension n = 50 with linear measurements with bounded uniform noise. This problem arises in recovery with subtractive dithered quantization. The points labeled "relaxed BP" is the median squared error based on Monte Carlo simulations of the relaxed BP algorithm.
In this problem again, the SE equations have a unique fixed point, so relaxed BP should theoretically achieve the minimum MSE. The curve "optimal MMSE" shows this theoretical optimal value. Again , we see that the simulation and predicted values are in excellent agreement and that relaxed BP achieves the minimum MSE. Optimal MMSE estimation with bounded noise is generally NP hard, as it involves finding the centroid of an ndimensional polytope. Considerable research has focussed on trying to find computational feasible approximate algorithms and corresponding performance bounds [29] - [32 ] . The relaxed BP algorithm is compared against two of these methods: linear MMSE estimation which essentially approximates the bounded noise as Gaussian, and linear MMSE estimates followed by a projection to the set of consistent vectors as suggested by [29] . Again , we see that the relaxed BP method shows significant performance advantages , especially at low values of fJ. Moreover, unlike previous methods, relaxed BP can exactly compute the optimal MMSE and achieve it. be to see if the dense matrix analysis of the AMP algorithm in [II] and [23] can be extended to relaxed BP. Fig. 3 . Simulation of the relaxed BP algorithm with a Gaussian prior and bounded noise output channel. The plot compares the simulated relaxed BP performance against the optimal MMSE predicted by the state evolution lower bound. Also shown is the performance of the linear MMSE estimator with and without projection to the consistent set.
